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1. The Protection of Individuals in the Health Care Sector: From Habeas Corpus to Habeas
Data
The protection afforded by many legal systems has long ceased to only focus on the
“concrete” features of the individual i as it has also taken account of the dimension that
could unquestionably be referred to as the “virtual” one. To the habeas corpus – which has
been transposed, to a considerable extent, into the informed consent concept – there has
been added the habeas data; to the consideration of the mainly “physical” features of an
individual, there has been added the need to take account of the digital person, i.e. the
individual’s “electronic body” ii .
However, both the provisions set out to safeguard “concrete” circumstances and those
related to the “virtual” dimension of individuals mirror the transposition into the law of the
highest value pursued by all legal systems – namely, respect for human dignity, which is
enshrined in Constitutional charters and is actually placed at the beginning of the Charter of
fundamental rights of the EU. It is a multifaceted value, and its respect entails taking
account of the different social roles played by an individual as well as of his/her concrete
situation.
These views have been developing over several years and at different periods in many
sectors of the legal system, and have also impacted on the legal framework applying to
health care.
Still, it has to be pointed out that the issues related to medical information have long been
regarded as minor ones, also by specialised literature. Medical secrecy has gone
unchallenged in terms of both ethics and practice, to an even greater extent than in the legal
sector – where criminal punishments have been frequently applied. Indeed, the protection
of medical data was traditionally committed to medical secrecy, and all
exceptions/derogations were left to the lawmaker’s discretion – usually in the presence of a
public interest considered to override the individual’s one (in particular with a view to
safeguarding public health), or else on the basis of the patient’s consent.
2. Personal Data Protection Legislation As a Means to Overcome the Limitations of
Medical Secrecy
In the wake of the massive introduction of information technologies and their cross-sectoral
nature, such as to involve all areas of the legal system, personal data protection rules have
finally entered the health law arena.
In this manner, data protection legislation has ultimately supplemented the sole protection
afforded for a long time to medical information, i.e. professional secrecy. Still, the right to
informational self-determination iii recognised by data protection legislation is not simply
intended for preventing personal information from being disclosed and/or disseminated
without justification; in fact, it envisages an “upstream” kind of protection, starting from
data collection – and the rules applying to the use of such data. Nor is this right only
applicable to certain entities – such as health care professionals; it must be taken into
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account by any entity processing medical data, since its rationale consists in the information
at issue (here related to health care). iv Moreover, data protection legislation is aimed at
providing an additional “safeguard” to the data subject – since the processing of medical
data must (also) be regulated by the key data protection principles (purpose specification,
data minimisation, and data relevance) irrespective of whether the data subject has given
his/her consent (which may not always be required).
Apart from the clear-cut recognition of the patient’s right to access to his/her data, which
has long been denied in many legal systems v , this is actually the most remarkable
qualitative difference compared with the legislation that is only focused on professional
secrecy vi – which can be overridden by the data subject’s consent. vii
3. Multi-Function Features of (Medical) Personal Data: So-Called Secondary Uses
It is not to be accepted, however, that the popular (superficial) view prevails whereby the
protection of personal data, including medical data, is the response to an unspecified
“technological power”. In fact, data protection legislation is grounded on the concept that
the issue at stake does not consist in unauthorised data intrusions – which here would give
rise to violations of medical secrecy; rather, it consists in the ever increasing number of
“authorised” accesses to the information (including medical information) based either on
the law or the data subject’s “consent”, for purposes that are increasingly remote from those
for which the information had been provided initially.
Medical data tend, by their very nature, to be increasingly disseminated; this was bound to
happen, once the conventional dualistic view of the doctor-patient relationship had been
overcome. Indeed, this view had already been challenged by the provision of medical
treatment via medical teams. The electronic processing of medical data and the attending
reduction of costs make it easier to use the data in contexts and for purposes that are
different from the initial ones.
Multi-functionality has become nowadays the buzzword in respect of the operation of
information systems, just like interoperability; this is why the information in question can
be said to move among three main sets. viii The first set includes the entities that are directly
involved in patient care, i.e. medical and nursing staff. The second set includes the entities
working in support of health care activities, mostly in the administrative sector – e.g.
dealing with health care payments, or quality controls; in most European countries, these
are public entities operating within the framework of national health systems. The third set,
which is also the one raising some awkward issues, includes a multifarious gamut of
entities that, albeit alien to the medical sector proper, may have a legitimate interest in
processing medical data, whereby such interest should be assessed on a case-by-case basis preferably by lawmakers, even though de facto data protection authorities are often
entrusted with this task. The entities in question have been termed social users of health
data, or secondary users. ix Reference can be made, in this regard, to the use of personal data
in order to assess medical activities and reduce health care expenditure x , plan (and/or
implement) social welfare measures, carry out statistical or epidemiological surveysxi , and
more generally perform medical and scientific research xii – up to the use of medical
information within the framework of insurance or employment contracts, or else in the
judicial sector for both criminal and civil proceedings.
The three-tiered system described above, rather than accounting for the considerable
reduction of the scope of medical secrecy, actually testifies to the “moving” frontier of the
purpose specification principle. The concept initially laid down in the Resolutions by the
Council of Europe xiii , whereby personal data may be processed by strictly complying with
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the purpose specification principle, has been replaced by the considerably more flexible
principle – which had seeped through the Strasbourg Convention of 1981 (Article 5) and
subsequently into EC Directive 95/46 (Article 6) – whereby a data that has been stored for
specific, legitimate purposes may be “used in a manner that is not incompatible with such
purposes”. This is clearly doing away with the main barrier raised against the utilization of
a data for purposes other than those for which it had been made available initially.
This crack or, to put it differently, this bridge lowered to allow an interpreter (first and
foremost, supervisory authorities) to enter the walled town of data protection can be
widened all the more easily insofar as information technology facilitates the processing of
the data in question and the demand for such data grows in view of purposes going beyond
the individual. Both conditions are currently fulfilled and operate synergically: on the one
hand, there is a potentially unlimited capability to store medical information at a low price
by means of computerisation; on the other hand, there is the need to reduce health care
costs as borne by society.
4. Clinical Records: Between Tradition and Technological Innovation
I think that the issue now cropping up in several legal systems as to whether the medical
data contained in a health file (or in clinical records) should be made available online must
be put in this context. This is actually a technological application that is bound to be the
focus of attention not only of policy- and rule-makers, but also of industry and business
entities as well as of the users of complex information systems in the next few years xiv – as
it might ultimately overcome the (so far) limited storage capabilities of other media, such as
microchips. Given the key role this approach is likely to play in the so-called health care
management xv , it is appropriate to consider the relevant issues in greater depth. xvi
Suffice it to say here that the (conventional) health file – which is compulsory in many
legal systems xvii – is intended for gathering the documents kept by each health care body
with regard to the respective patients. More specifically, the health file contains, as a rule, a
patient’s census register data, any consent declarations as rendered with a view to the
provision of health care, the outcome of the visits he/she underwent, the relevant diagnoses
and prescribed treatments as well as the data concerning specific therapeutic interventions
and/or surgical operations.
From being (merely) a prop for the medical practitioner’s memory – within the framework
of the traditional patient-physician relationship – the health file has turned into a tool to be
used by the health staff that, in a given institution, happen to take care of a given patient, in
particular on the basis of the “integrated” approach that is a feature of modern hospital care.
This growing importance results from the specialisation (and increasing fragmentation) of
medical activities as well as, generally speaking, from the depersonalisation of the patientphysician relationship and the public measures adopted in concrete to safeguard the right to
health. xviii Therefore, the new functions fulfilled by the medical information contained in
the health file go well beyond the purposes directly related to the provision of health
care. xix
Thus, the health file has become one of the main sources of evidence in connection with the
appropriate performance of health care activities and has proved accordingly quite helpful
in assessing the quality of health care. Additional applications are related to the discharge
of administrative tasks that have to do, more or less directly, with the provision of health
care – the aim being to achieve increased effectiveness by simultaneously abating costs. xx
Other objectives might be quoted in addition to those mentioned above, given the
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multifunctional approach that is enabled by the electronic processing of information xxi ;
reference can be made – within the framework of the safeguards envisaged by data
protection legislation as represented, first and foremost, by data anonymisation – to the
lawful processing of medical data in order to get reimbursement for health care activities
carried out by third-party payers (whether public or private), or the possible use of such
data for the purposes of medical, scientific, epidemiological and/or statistical research. xxii
5. Online Health Files: Benefits and Concerns
The arguments supporting the introduction of online health files are well known. Basically,
reference is made to cost abatement in processing medical information, from storage xxiii to
reproduction, information integrity, and the possibility to immediately, “ubiquitously” and
fully access the information with allegedly considerable benefits to the patient’s health xxiv
and the overall efficiency of the health care system. xxv
However, it would be naïve, to say the least, not to grasp the possible dangers arising to
personal values from the technological application now facing us – which is just the latest
one in a long series. Indeed, that the discussion is still open – not only within the small
circle of data protection academics – was shown by the lively “exchange” between two
academics in the medical sector as published on “Le Monde” during the debate that was
sparked in France by the loi relatif à la réforme de l’assurance maladie – one of the key
elements of which is exactly the dossier médical personnel. xxvi
Whilst it is yet to be established that online health files are bound to become indispensable,
as alleged by many commentators, the lawfulness of the processing of personal information
in connection with such files will (largely) depend on the approach and the solutions
devised with regard to sensitive issues related to the protection of medical data and
privacy. xxvii
What are the reasons for being cautious? I will now attempt to sketch some of these
reasons, taking account, however, that no generalizations are admissible since it is actually
necessary to have regard to the concrete configuration of the information systems
deployed. xxviii The first such reason, which is also the most important one in my view,
relates to the inclusion of a person’s medical history in a single container – a single, (huge)
electronic health file, with the resulting possibility to “massively” access medical
information that may not be relevant for the purpose of medical history and/or treatment
and therefore should not be available to the physician. xxix Indeed, it is no mere chance that
the health file may fail to be “closed” only in very limited cases after the patient’s release
from hospital – usually in order to allow following up a patient affected by certain diseases,
as is also the case with so-called “terminal patients”.
Consideration should also be given to the discretion that is left to the data subject as to
“whether” certain items of medical information – which might actually be relevant – should
be disclosed to the medical practitioner. This may be accounted for on different grounds,
which are, in part, understandable – such as the intention of seeking additional advice, or
personal circumstances that might ultimately prove prejudicial to the data subject. xxx In
short, it is necessary to carefully consider the alleged impossibility to “break down”
medical information, which circulates in bulk because of the supposedly unquestionable
efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the measures in question, whilst no account is taken of
the close relationship between such information and the most intimate sphere, indeed the
very dignity, of an individual.
Some doubts may be raised also in respect of the envisaged possibility for the data subject
to freely access the medical information concerning him/her, with the attending cost
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abatement for health care institutions – which is fully in line with the provisions currently
laid down in data protection legislation and is no longer a matter of discussion xxxi .
Reference can be made, first and foremost, to the computer “illiteracy” (or “semiilliteracy”) that is a feature of a considerable portion of the population (e.g., the elderly),
which would represent a significant hurdle and might ultimately entail the “compulsory”
sharing of sensitive data.
Account should also be taken of the consequences (first and foremost, in psychological
terms) of allowing access to medical information without the “mediation” of a medical
practitioner, given the sometimes dramatic nature of the information at issue. xxxii There is a
considerable risk of “trivialising” this kind of access as if it were a mere home banking
service; to prevent this from happening, appropriate organisational measures should be
taken along with the introduction of technological solutions, which must not be – so to
speak – “imposed from without”.
There are additional issues to be taken into consideration, although no in-depth analysis can
be carried out in this paper. In particular, one should not equate all the information possibly
fed into a health file (whether medical or not). For instance, the need for different handling
and access mechanisms might be related to the specificities of some diseases that carry very
strict confidentiality requirements under the law (e.g. in the case of HIV-positivity
information xxxiii ); additionally, the personal circumstances applying to a given patient might
impact on the scope of circulation of the information contained in the relevant health file.
Specific measures should be adopted if the medical history to be contained in a health file
entails the collection of data related to third parties; this may be the case in psychiatric and
psychological cases, or else with regard to genetic data. At all events, it must be possible to
keep such data physically or logically separate from those related to the patient. Moreover,
one might derive information from the file that is not closely related to the patient’s health
and has actually to do with other personal circumstances. xxxiv
Thus, nothing prevents, in principle, medical information from being computerised and
exchanged on a network; it is the manner in which this is to take place that is at issue.
Health files, insofar as they are currently envisaged in many legal systems, are kept by each
health care professional with regard to individual therapeutic interventions. The rationale
seemingly underlying the online health file would appear to consist in creating a single
“container” where the medical information on an individual is progressively deposited;
such a container is currently kept by the individual health care institution, but it could be
“fed” in future with all sorts of information coming from the most diverse health care
professionals.
If this were the case, one would not have to do with a mere “technological”, i.e. electronic
and computerised, version of the conventional health file; in fact, this would entail a
qualitative shift compared with the situation envisaged so far by lawmakers and might only
be enacted on the basis of a careful law policy analysis to be carried out by the competent
decision-makers.
6. Which Data Protection Principles Should also Apply to Online Health Files?
Once again, the validity (and effectivity) of the principles set out in data protection
legislation are bound to be challenged by the new processing mechanisms brought about by
the online clinical file. xxxv
The first – and probably the main – issue has to do with the potentially undifferentiated
access to the information contained in the online file xxxvi ; to avert this danger, reference is
usually made to some fundamental data protection principles – first and foremost, data
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relevance xxxvii and proportionality xxxviii . However, application of such principles in complex
systems such as those at issue is far from easy, apart from the obvious problems related to
security and integrity of the medical information that is stored and transmitted xxxix , if
necessary by means of appropriate encryption mechanisms xl . Indeed, a prerequisite for their
application is a privacy impact assessment in the project-designing phase, to be carried out
by multidisciplinary teams including (at least) physicians, IT experts, and data protection
experts, whilst privacy enhancing technologies will have to be deployed in the
implementing phase. Both requirements are familiar to data protection scholars, however
they encounter remarkable difficulties with a view to being met in practice.
A leading role is bound to be played in this sector by the so-called Sparsamkeitsprinzip,
whereby information systems should be configured by minimizing the use of personal data
so as to rule out their processing if the relevant purposes – with particular regard to the socalled secondary uses – may be achieved in the individual cases either by using anonymous
data or via appropriate mechanisms allowing data subjects to be only identified where
necessary.
*

*

*

Thus, online health files will be a veritable benchmark of the continued usefulness of data
protection legislation and the supervisory authorities’ capability to ensure its effectiveness.
The concerns voiced in the above paragraphs must be taken into account before accepting
“blindly” whatever technology has to offer. This holds especially true in the sensitive
context of medicine, where bodily health may not be kept separate from the good of the
individual as a whole, i.e. as the unity of bodily and spiritual components. In this
perspective, the privacy issues addressed so far are one of the elements required to ensure
respect for human dignity, which no democratic, constitutional system may allow to be
overridden on account of a sort of reckless (albeit likely) “technological inebriation”.
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xxxviii
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